
Raise Up A Learner  Toddler Lesson Plans 

Week 9: CATS AND KITTENS 
 

 What Will We Play Today? 

Monday 

What Is a Cat?: Using pictures in books, online or on TV, identify cats for your child.  Explain the concept of a cat in simple terms.  
Mention real life cats that your child may have encountered before.  Today’s goal is for your child to learn something new about cats.  
Young toddlers may be just learning to say “Cat” while older toddlers may be learning that there are different types of cats and what 
cats do. 

Tuesday 

My Kitty: Using a plush cat or even a hand drawn paper cat, pretend to take care of a kitty for a little while.  Make a bed for the kitty 
to take naps and set up a food/water bowl station.  Show your child how to gently pet the kitty and how to act so that the kitty won’t 
be scared.  Warn your child about the cat’s sharp teeth and claws.  Pretending that the cat is real will help your child with their own 
imaginative play and will teach them how to interact with a real cat. 

Wednesday 

Sandbox Play: Talk with your child about how cats like sand and take them to play in a sandbox or at a beach if you’re lucky enough 
to live close to one (you don’t need to explain what cats use the sand for!) Take along toys or objects to rake through the sand like a 
cat’s claws.  Pretend to be cats playing in the sand.   Alternately, you could purchase some clean sand and place it in a bin or box for 
your child to play in at home.  Be prepared for some mess with sand play, though, and your child will probably need a bath when 
they’re finished! 

Thursday 

Cats and Dogs: Compare cats to dogs and talk about how they are the same and how they are different.  If you can, use a stuffed dog 
and cat to illustrate, or you can use photos in a book or online.   Talk about how to act around a dog and how to act around a cat.  Feel 
free to practice this if you would like.  You might say, “A cat has whiskers on their face like this (indicate whiskers) but a dog has no 
whiskers.  Cats and dogs both walk on all 4 legs like this (demonstrate crawling).”  

Friday 

Visiting Cats: Go to a local pet store to visit the cats on display.  Let your child watch the cats as they sleep, eat and play.  Talk 
about the different colors of cats and review the things you have learned about cats this week.  You could also visit the home of a 
friend that owns a cat, but be sure that the cat will be friendly to your child and supervise carefully to keep your child safe and the cat 
happy. 

Read and Sing 

Visit your local library and look for “How Do Dinosaurs Love Their Cats” by Jane Yolen, “Cookie’s Week” by Cindy Ward, “Cat 
Tale” by Michael Hall, “I Like Cats” by Patricia Hubbell or “I Love Cats” by Sue Stainton. 
 
Recite the poem “Three Little Kittens” and sing “I Know a Cat” (tune of BINGO-I know a cat with perky ears and kitty is her name-o, 
K-I-T-T-Y, K-I-T-T-Y, K-I-T-T-Y and kitty is her name-o.  She makes a sound and its meow and kitty is her name-o, K-I-T-T-Y, K-
I-T-T-Y, K-I-T-T-Y and kitty is her name-o). 
 
Collect any toys around your house that fit with your cat theme this week and be sure to use them frequently.  Using props will help 
your child to better understand the concepts that you are practicing this week. 

 


